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Abstract: In this study, the effect of using analogy method in unit “the Structure and Properties of Matter”,
a primary school 7  grade  lesson of  Science  subject,  is aimed to be examined. A quasi-experimental model,th

one of the types of experimental study with pre-test-post-test control group was used in the study. The study
was conducted with the grade students of a state primary school in Civril, Denizli, in the second semester of7th

2010-2011 academic year. 44 students in total took part in the study; 22 for the control group and 22 for the
experimental group. Lessons and applications were carried out in both groups started at the same tine and
lasted for 10 weeks. Analogy method was used in the lessons for the experimental group while the lessons for
control group were conducted through the constructivist approach. Achievement test fort he structure and
properties of matter was applied before and after the applications on both experimental and control groups.
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test and Mann-Whitney U test were used for the statistical anlayses. In conclusion,
using the analogy method in Science lessons was determined to increase the students’ academic achievements.
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INTRODUCTION We try to keep a concept we don’t know in mind by

It is by means of Science that men, living in the understand in everyday life to an image, a fact or an
nature, have the knowledge of what is happening around object we know. Science usually involves abstract and
and examine  the  environment  through meaningful sights complicated concepts. Teachers principally make use of
[1]. Enger and Yager [2] identified the education of analogies in their examples while teaching the abstract
science as teaching the basic science conceptions to concepts that the learners do not know of. And these
individuals, making them become skillful in scientific analogies make the abstract concepts more tangible and
process, developing individuals’ experimental skills, comprehensible. By using analogies one forms a similarity
training them as creative people, insuring their between the abstract and tangible subjects. By means of
understanding of the nature of science and their these analogies one can picture the abstract subjects in
developing a positive attitude towards science. As mind. In this way, understanding these subjects becomes
Newton [3] and Wang and et al. [4] stated the aim in easier [5-8]. Analogy is one of the effective cognitive
science education is not only increasing the cognitive mechanisms people use for making a deduction and
capacity of the students or insuring them acguire some learning new concepts [9]. Analogies play an important
skills in sicence but also having them establish a relation role in learning and enhancing cognitive ideas and
amongst events and by making them gain an concepts. It is an influential teaching and learning tool.
interdisciplinary view, having them develop their problem Analogies are identification and explanation process of
solving skills. uncertain   concepts   or    facts   by   similarities   with  the

associationg the abstract concept that we do not
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situation under discussion [11]. Analogies are significant Structure Mapping Theory: This model was developed
in facilitating and promoting learning, in helping students by Gentner. Duit [12] has identified four fundamental
construct the knowedge  and question the knowledge similarities in this theory and stated that there is not,
they acquired or in solving the problem they face by indeed, a tough difference in these similarities.
forming  a  similarity  with  their  former  knowledge [12].
As well as assisting it, analogies in some circumstances Analogy: Only (or at least basically) relational attributions
can block the learning  [13]. Analogies made up without are diagramatized and no (or very few) specifications of
an attentive analysis may result  in misunderstandings objects are attributed.
and misconceptions   if    extended    too    much  [14].
Duit [12] defined analogies to be double edged swords A Precise Similarity: Both relational attributions and
that  can  guide  one  in   a   completely   wrong  way. specifications of objects are diagramatized.
Some models in teaching have been developed with
regard to the use of analogy. These are identified as [12]. Relational Abstraction: Absrract relations of basic field

are structured. None of the concrete spesifications of
Teaching with Analogy: Glyn has developed the model, objects are attributed in the diagrams. 
teaching with analogy, with the intent of guiding teachers
for  the  application  of  the  analogies  in  the textbook. Only an Appearance Match-Up: Main definitions of
The key stone in teaching with analogy consists of the 6 objects are diagramatized.
processes that teacher fulfills while depicting an anology.
These are [16]; Bridging Analogies: Analogies do not always yield

Presenting the target concept misconceptions  in  students.  Therefore    Clement  [19]
Examining the conception of analogue and Brown and Celement [20, 21] have developed this
Determining the related features between the target model that they named as bridging analogies to offer a
adn the analogue solution to misconceptions in students. Bridging analogy
Matching the similarities is an approach developed with the purpose of removing
Marking the points where the aalogue gets out of misconceptions in students. In bridging analogies, the
hand analogy is given step by step, not at once. In this way
Describing the outcomes students are  insured to understand better [21]. Brown

The General Model of Analogy Teaching: In this model
the essential preparations before applying analogy and A hard hitting question is asked to reveal the
actions to be taken after the application of analogy are misconceptions in students.
emphasised [17]. The model consisting of nine steps was An analogy that sdutents can understand easily and
developed by Zeitoun [18]. that is supportive to reach the target is presented. 

The qualitiy of students is tested analogy and the target.
The students’ level of readiness is determined. New analogies are made up is the analogy is still
Learnng materials are examined to see whether they meaningless to students. 
include analog yor not, if they do, they are checked
to see if they are satisfiying. In the study done by Harrison [22] analogies applied
The  analogy  is decided whether to be sufficient or in and Modelof Analogy Teaching from teaching models
complicated. are considered. The data are obtained by teaching with
The most convenient analogies are chosen. four analogies with  the 8 and 10 graders of  Science.
The teaching strategy is decided. The outcomes of this study indicated that students
The analogy is presented through a suitible means of understand  the  difficult science conceptions  better
presentation. when the model of analogy teaching is implemented.
The outcomes are evaluated. Glynn, Law, Gibson and Hawkins [23] have indicated that
The levels are examined. with the help of analogies it becomes easy to understand

positive results. They, sometimes, can cause

and Clement stated this method to have four steps.

Students are asked to find a relation between this

th th
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the subject of electricity which is difficult  for 7 graders students the aim of the portfolio and how to form it, thatth

of science. Through the analogy set up between the analogy increased the learning level of student sreceiving
electric circuit and the water circuit, students can education in teacher training program. The study was
understand the electrical concepts that they could not conducted in a teacher training program in a research
before. Pittman [24], in his study, investigated whether the university in Holland. While common job application
students’ analogies help them better learn the protein methods and references were used as analogue field in the
synthesis  in  Biology lessons.  700  students  of  7  and presentation of the portfolios, the target field was used inth

8  graders  in  total  participsted   in  this  survey. the portfolio and its teacher training. In conclusion, whileth

Multiple-choice and open-ended tests are applied to the application of analogy, the aim of the portfolio and
students both after and before teaching the protein how to use it were being taught, it was observed that it
synthesis. Analysis proved that through the analogies had a positive effect in students’ learning level. As is
formed by the students, the students understood the seen in the literatüre review, teaching with the analogy
subject of protein synthesis. In this study, Silverstein method in science lessons and the lessons’ being
[£½] included the visual analogies to clarify the comprehended easily is important in students’
differences between strong and weak acids and strong achievements. In this study, it is suggested that there are
and weak alcalis. In the study, the american football, changes in students’ achievements when analogy is
which is difficult to be  understood by many citizens of applied in the unit “the Structure and Properties of
the World, was made use of. However, what was easy in Matter” in the 7 grade science lesson.
the analogy was the conceptions of throwing and
catching the ball. By visualising these hard-to-understand Research Question: Is if the application of the analogy
concepts, an acid is associated with a “quarterback” and method in the unit “ the Structure and Properties of
an alcali with a “wide receiver”, namely a receiver and Matter” in sicence lessons in the 7  grade elementary
chemical equations are represented. Sarantopoulos and school has an effect on student achievement.
Georgios [26], conducted a  study indicating  the effects
of chemical analogies on the cognitive and affecitve MATERIALS AND METHODS
factors of Greek students of 10 and 11  grades. In theirth th

study they made use of Glynn’s method concurrent with Sample: We studied with 44 students from 7-A and 7-B
Teaching with Analogy. It is also stated that analogies classes of K z lcasogut Elementary School in Civril,
can be more affective on students with low cognitive Denizli. The class 7-A was determined as the experimental
development and that they have positive effects on many group, the class 7-B was as the control group impartially.
students as  well. It is one of  the  important outcomes
that analogies play a significant role in students’ level of Instrument: The achievement test for the Structure and
development and incentive characteristics. Bryce and Properties of Matter  was developed by the researchers.
Mac Millian [11] tried to teach the principles of action and 55 multiple-choice questions were selected from various
reaction through bridging analogies approach to 21 sources and test books during the preparaiton of the test
fifteen-year-old students, using interviews and the including  each attainment. The pilot application of the
method of thinking aloud in their study. They concluded test was carried out on 124 students in total from 5
that the analogy method is more successful than narration different schools  studying in 8 grade in Basmakc ,
in developing students’ cognitive skills and insuring Afyon during the first semester of the Academic year of
conceptual change. Chiu and Lin [27] studied with 4 2010-2011. The number of the question was reduced to 45th

grade  students  to   investigate  how  appliying  more excluding 10 questions considering the calculations of
than one analogy affects students’ learning the electric item discriminating power index and item difficulty index
circuit. As a result of their study the found that using after the pilot application. As a result of the applications,
analogies not only improves understanding the the K-20 reliability of the achievement test was determined
complicated scientific conceptsi but it also helps them to be 0.90.
overcome the misconceptions related to these concepts.
Tartwijk, Rijswijk, Tuithof and Driessen [28] indicated in Procedure: The teaching  was conducted in different
their study, in which they investigated the effects of ways on experimental group students and control group
using analogy in teaching while they were teaching students due to the requirements of the research. During

th

th

th
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the teaching, the analogy method was applied in the there is a significant difference between the post-test
experimental group while it was not in the control group. scores of the experimental group and the control group.
The  teaching  process  was  carried  out  for 10 weeks, in (U=146; p<0.05). According to this significant difference,
40 class hours in total, 4 hours a week  by the researcher. the experimental group’s students, to whom the analogy
The unit’s - “Structure and Properties of Matter”- method was applied, became more successful than the
achievement test was applied to experimental and control students in the control group. The reason why the
groups before and after the application of the analogy experimental group’s students became more successful
method. was interpreted as the the analogies applied while

Statistical Analysis:  Statistical analysis was carried out better.According to the results, the analogy method,
by using the quantitative data obtained from achievement when compared to the using the text book and work book,
test before and after the application in SPSS program 14,0. appeared to be more effective in improving student
Non-parametric analysis method was used in result acievement.
analysis because the number of experimental and control The analysis of the achievement test scores of the
group students constitutng the sample group is under 30 experimental group in itself before and after the
and does not show a normal distribution (z>0.05). application was done by means of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was used to evaluate if there Test. The scores are presented in Table 3.
was a significant difference between the achievement According to the results of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
tests score  in the research group itself before and after Test, it is observed that when compared, there is a
the application. And Mann-Whitney U test was used to significant difference between the scores of the pre-test
compare the significance difference between the groups. and the post-test of the experimental group to whom the

RESULTS reason for the significant difference here is that the

The analyses of the achievement test scores1-before experimental group in which the analogy method was
the application-of the two independent groups of the applied has increased after the application and that they
experimental and the control group’s students to whom have comprehended  the subject. In addition when we
the  analoy method was applied and was not, respectively, look at the negative and positive ranks results, the
was interpreted by using Mann-Whitney U test. students’ post-test scores appear to be higher than the

According to Mann-Whitney U test results obtained pre-test  scores  as  all  of  the students scores are in
from Table 1, it is observed that there is not a significant positive rank. Considering these results the analogy
difference between the scores of the control group and method is seen to be affecting the student achievement
experimental group’s pre test results of the achievement positively.
test when compared. (U=165; p>0.05). There being no The analysis of the achievement test scores of the
significant difference is because of the fact that the control group in itself before  and after the application
achievement levels of the students were almost the same was  done  by  means  of  Wilcoxon  Signed-Rank Test.
before the application and that the students’ level of The scores are presented in Table 4.
knowledge in both groups was equal. According to these According to the results of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
results, it is observed that there is no difference between Test abtained from Table 4, it is observed that there is a
the achievement levels of the experimental group and the significant difference between the pre-test and pos-test
control group before the application. The analyses of the scores of the control group’s students to whom the
achievement test scores-after the application-of the two analogy method  was  not  applied (z= -4.110; p<0.05).
independent  groups  of the experimental and the control The reason for the significant difference here is
group’s students to whom the analoy method was applied interpreted to be the improvement of the control group
and was not, respectively, was interpreted by using students level of knowledge concerning the subject after
Mann-Whitney U test. The  scores  are  presented in the application when compared with the pre-application.
Table 2. According to these results, the student achievement is

According to the Mann-Whitney U test results observed to have improved after the teaching by using
obtained from Table 2, it is observed that when compared, the text book and the work book.

teaching helped students learn more and understand

analogy method was applied(z= -4.119; p<0.05). And the

stuents’ level of knowledge related to the subject in the
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Tablo 1: The comparison of the experimental and the control group’s pre-test results of the achievement test 

Group N Sum of Rank Mean Rank U z p

The Experimental Group 22 25 572 165 -1.816 0.069
The Control Group 22 19 418

Tablo 2: The comparison of the experimental and the control group’s post-test results of the achievement test 

Group N Sum of Rank Mean Rank U z p

The Experimental Group 22 26.86 591 146 -2.257 0.024
The Control Group 22 18.14 399

Tablo 3: The comparison of the experimental group’s pre-test and post-test results of the achievement test 

Pretest-posttest N Sum of Rank Mean Rank z p

Negative Ranks 0 0 0 -4.119 0.000
Positive Ranks 22 11.50 253
Ties 0

Tablo 4: The comparison of the control group’s pre-test and post-test results of the achievement test 

Pretest-posttest N Sum of Rank Mean Rank z p

Negative Ranks 0 0 0 -4.110 0.000
Positive Ranks 22 11.50 253
Ties 0
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